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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
Holy moly, they’re here; the “dog days of summer.” Why do they
call them that? It should be the “jog days of summer,” because
it’s even impossible to jog in this kind of heat and humidity.
While North Florida was sweltering, my family and I made a
trip to North California. Wow, what a diff ! Sunshine, heat, yes,
but no appreciable humidity. Perfection, you could say, and when
you toss in the scenery you’d be right. Prices and taxes are high
in California. “You pay for what you get,” as the saying goes.
There are a multitude of runners out there, as I expected. A lot
of Californians talk of moving to Florida, “because it’s so cheap,”
they say. “Stay away,” I say. We don’t want to end like you, with
more people, more traffic, high prices, AND high humidity,
great.
But it was great. We hit San Francisco, San Bernardino, Carmel
by the Sea (home of its former-mayor Clint Eastwood), Big
Sur, the Pacific Coast Highway, and Yosemite National Park.
Lombard Street in San Francisco was beautiful and impressive,
as were all the other places. The Alcatraz Island and historic
prison were well worth the visit. At a street party in Frisco’s
Italian North Beach district we saw a naked man walking around
just to express his right to do so, apparently. My 13-year-old son
hasn’t quite gotten over it. Anything goes in San Fran it seems.
I was tempted to shed my societal skin, as it were, but resisted –
the world’s just not ready.
Nice to get away but essential to get back to the job at hand:
This newsletter and the Tijuana Flats Summer Beach Run. This
issue is dedicated to the 53rd running of Florida’s oldest race,
JTC Running’s SBR 5-mile and kids’ 1-Mile Fun Run. The
date has just been changed due to an accidental double-booking
of the Jacksonville Beach SeaWalk Pavilion. Our historic event
will now take place on Saturday, August 25 at 5:00 PM and the
1-Mile at 5:05.
What has not been changed is the great time you are going to
have. After your easy run on the flat surface of Jax Beach you
will be treated to a Tex-Mex meal compliments of our generous
sponsor, Tijuana Flats restaurants. As the live music, provided by
the Rick Arcusa Band, wafts over the swelling scene, free beer
will be flowing.
It is going to be a great day and a memorable SBR. Don’t miss it.
Sign up now at JTCRunning.com or 1stplacesports.com.
Before all this happens, on Monday, August 6, there is a fun time
on tap at the Lakewood Tijuana Flats location. A casual run will
begin at 6 o’clock in the evening, followed by a chow down at
7 with dollar tacos and beer. If I know this gala there could be
some valuable freebies for the taking. You never know, so you’d
better be there to find out.

This issue is about JTC Running’s Tijuana Flats Summer
Beach Run and to help you run it some of our knowledgeable
contributors have pitched in. Physical therapist Mark Baughman
provides some essential information about racing on beach sand
and its effect on the body. In my article, Toughing Out Toxins,
I attempt to explain how running the SBR is a good “cleanser.”
Pinpointed in many articles is the importance of hydration and
this cannot be overemphasized.
Florida Striders’ president Jon Guthrie is a busy man. He works
hard for running in our community. Therefore, he is the subject
of this issue’s installment of Returning The Favor.
It is one of the most spectacular new events on our local race
calendar. I am referring to the Cecil Field Pre-Season Classic.
Organized by club member Richard Fannin, this monumental
cross-country moment is magnificent. “It’s a cross-country event
on steroids,” Fannin said (and you’ll soon agree). There is a 2.5k
for middle school runners at 6:15 PM, followed by an Open 5k
(meaning you and me) at 6:45, then the high school girls’ 5k race
at 7:15 and the high school boys’ 5k at 7:45.
The course is great; along fairways and through woods, and
potentially fast (if you are potentially fast, unlike me). The Cecil
Field multi-use sports complex is the new home of cross-country
in North Florida and will host four events this autumn including
the high school district and regional meets. Fannin, this venue,
and these events will put Jacksonville on the cross-country map
forever. I cannot say enough good things about Richard Fannin.
As local cross-country’s hero and savior he is approaching Godlike status.
There is a new catering company handling the post-race food
which means better cuisine and more selection. Beer and other
beverages will be on offer.
Here’s the kicker: Race director Richard Fannin has gone all out
on the band and party. Second Helping, the 25-year-old Lynyrd
Skynyrd tribute band, will play a two and a half hour set on a
1,000-square-foot stage. Fannin has blown the budget on this
musical extravaganza. He encourages everyone to bring lawn
chairs, beach towels and whatever else it takes to be comfortable
for this over-the-top concert.
Mark your calendar: Friday, August 17. Cost of the Open 5k is
$25 until July 31, $30 from August 1 until race day. This price
includes a handsome, tri-blend t-shirt. Awards? Yes, of course.
This is the perfect Summer Beach Run tune up race. Enter and
learn more on JTCRunning.com and 1stplacesports.com.
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PRESIDENT'S LETTER

"TIJUANA FLATS CAN'T
BE BEAT ON A SUMMER
EVENING."

First of all, an apology is due for the re-scheduling
of the Tijuana Flats Summer Beach Run to
Saturday, August 25. We thought the original date
was locked in last September, but such turned out
not to be the case. The process has been changed
to ensure no issues of this type blindside us in the
future. Email events@1stplacesports.com if you
have any questions.

County, is the Cecil Field Pre-Season Classic cross
country set of events at the Cecil Field Golf course
on Friday, August 17. First the middle schoolers
at 6:15 PM followed by the open race 5k at 6:45
PM. Then come the high school girls at 6:45 and
boys at 7:15 PM. The route is two loops around
the picturesque front nine holes of the golf course.
Food and music follow the running.

Second, let me encourage all of you to run or walk
the event, which will start at 5:00 PM. Unless you
live at the beach, opportunities to run there can be
hard to arrange, and enjoying the wide, beautiful
sand of Jacksonville Beach is one of the best parts of
living in Northeast Florida. The view is magnificent,
the hard packed surface friendly to run on, and
the post-race party with live music and food from
Tijuana Flats can’t be beat on a summer evening.
And proceeds from the race go to the Tijuana Flats
Just In Queso Foundation, whose mission is “To
aid people and programs in our local communities
in their time of need and in the unexpected times
of tragedy.” So, come out, run a great race on a
beautiful beach, enjoy a party, and help a good
cause! Click HERE to register, and receive $2.00 off
when you check the box as a JTC Running member!
Better yet, join us for the kickoff fun run and party
at Tijuana Flats Lakewood store on Monday,
August 6, at 6:00 PM. We’ll have dollar tacos and
beers after the run and race registration available
with the JTC Running member discount.

JTC Running’s Fall Half Marathon Training
Class kicks off Wednesday, September 5, at 6:15
PM at the 1st Place Sports San Marco store with
a class introduction by Coach Jennifer DeSantis
followed by a group run. The 12 week class prepares
runners for the Community First Half Marathon
on Thanksgiving Day, November 22, 2018. The
pace leaders that assist Jennifer in the class are all
experienced coaches that have led multiple classes.
The class groups accommodate all levels of running
ability from just starting out to top ten percent
finishers. Many classes of this caliber charge $100 or
more. JTC Running charges members just $50 for
the class, including the team shirt. Members who
have done a previous class receive a $5 discount, and
Thanksgiving Day race registration is available as an
option without credit card fees.

Coming up in August, the week before the Summer
Beach Run and at the opposite end of Duval

New for this class: Recruit a runner new to the class
and receive free a pair of running shorts with the
JTC Running logo. Have the registrant enter your
name in the “Referred By” field during registration.
If this is your first class you can refer each other!
Click HERE to register!
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SUMMER BEACH RUN REMEMBRANCES
JTC Running member, Everett Crum:
“This was my first race of over two miles and all
my friends (non-runners) and in-laws told me not
to do it, that there was no way I could run that
far in that heat. They all said I would surely die
(most of them have since died). Thus, my goal was
just to finish, so I toed the line in my brogans and
sawed-off blue jeans. I ran just over an hour in my
first SBR but had no problems. So, the following
year, and thereafter, I didn’t listen to anyone
except myself. That second year I think I ran 32
minutes.
The third year I had running shorts and real
running shoes. I finished under 30 minutes and
stayed under 30 minutes for many years to come.
I remember that year well. As I lined up on the
front row, this tall guy came up to me (at the
time we had never met and didn’t know each
other) and said that maybe I should move back
toward the rear of the field because being on the
front row with him, I might get run over (and
he was serious). Well, I stayed put and ended up
beating this guy by several minutes, and in many
races since. After that, he never said anything to
me again about lining up with him. He probably
doesn’t remember this incident, but I found out
later that his name was Jay Birmingham. Since
that day we became good friends, and he spent
the night at my home on one of his cross country
runs.
Boone Park was my favorite training run, but
the Summer Beach Run was always my favorite
race (that is when it was point-to-point). Maybe
because it was my first beach run, and ever since
the SBR has given me many great memories. Like
Buck (Fannin) leasing a house on the beach and
having a great cookout after the race. And the Air
Show, taking the bus to the starting line, several
people in one car and crawling through a hole
in the fence to get to the start line on the naval
base.”
Like so many guys, Everett remembers the time
local elite runner Donna Combes won the race:

“She looked like the Pied Piper, half the male
runners were following her down the beach. That
was the year she wore her string bikini.”
Who could forget it? I was there myself, and
the sight of her affected me forever. Which only
goes to show that memories are made at our
Summer Beach Run and that is the best reason
of all to be there. It takes place on Saturday
evening, August 25. Sign up now at JTCRunning.
com or 1stplacesports.com. Better yet, come to
the pre-SBR gala on Monday evening, August
6, at Tijuana Flats restaurant in the Lakewood
shopping center (corner of San Jose Blvd. and
University Blvd. West). There is a run at 6 and
dinner at 7.

"...MEMORIES ARE
MADE AT OUR SUMMER
BEACH RUN AND THAT
IS THE BEST REASON OF
ALL TO BE THERE."
JOIN THE PARTY

JTC RUNNING’S TIJUANA FLATS SUMMER
BEACH RUN WARM UP PARTY
Monday, August 6
Casual Run @ 6PM
Chow Down @ 7PM
$1 Tacos/$1 Beer
The Perfect Time To Enter The Race
Tijuana Flats Restaurant, 5635 San Jose Blvd.

THE CLASSIC of ALL CLASSICS!
JTC RUNNING’S 53RD ANNUAL
TIJUANA FLATS SUMMER BEACH RUN

Saturday August 25, 5:00PM
Tex-Mex Food/Beer/Live Music/Post-Race Party
Enter Now @ JTCRunning.com or
1st Place Sports.com
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The Starting Line / Written by Mark Baughman

EFFECTS OF RUNNING ON SAND
It’s that time of year again for the Tour de Pain
and The Tijuana Flats Summer Beach Run. That
means hundreds of runners will take to the beach to
compete in some of Jacksonville’s funnest running
races.
So the question is, what are the differences between
running on sand compared to running on the road?
The most consistent difference seen throughout
the research when comparing sand running to road
running is in regard to energy cost. Running on the
sand has been shown to have increased energy cost
of 1.6 times of running on the road.1 This means
that you can expect to have a little slower time on
your beach race compared to your road races.
Of course there is a difference between running on
soft sand compared to hard packed sand. The hard
packed sand results in significantly higher mean and
impact forces, but the softer the sand has higher the
energy cost due to the compliance of the soft sand.2
That means if you are looking to train with lower
impact forces, find some softer sand to run on, but if
you're competing in a race like the Summer Beach
Run, try and find the path with the flattest and
most packed sand to minimize your energy cost and
give you your best time.
Part of the increased energy cost with running
on sand has to do with the increased activity
of the muscles of the lower leg including the
gastrocnemius and soleus as well as the hamstring
muscle group. This means running on a compliant
surface like sand will increase the amount of work
your posterior chain will have to do. So watch
out for sore calfs and achilles tendons, and if you
are fighting a calf or achilles injury consider a
1 Pinnington, Hugh C., et al. "Kinematic and electromyography analysis of submaximal differences running on a firm
surface compared with soft, dry sand." European journal of
applied physiology 94.3 (2005):
242-253.
2 Barrett, Rodney S., Robert J. Neal, and Lorette J. Roberts.
"The dynamic loading response of surfaces encountered in
beach running." Journal of Science and Medicine in Sport
1.1 (1998): 1-11.
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different race that weekend to avoid a flare up or
exacerbation.
Considering the difference in energy cost, surface
compliance, and muscle activity associated with
sand running compared to road running, some
preparation is warranted prior to competing in
one of our local beach runs. During your training
this summer try and incorporate one short beach
run each week to prepare your posterior chain
muscles for increased load and to allow your body to
become accustomed to the difference in the surface
compliance . This will help you achieve your best
time for your race and hopefully guard against an
injury.
Mark Baughman DPT, ATC, OCS
Coltman and Baughman Physical Therapy
350 13th Ave. South
Jacksonville Beach, FL 32250

"...FIND THE PATH
WITH THE FLATEST
AND MOST PACKED
SAND TO MINIMIZE
YOUR ENERGY COST
AND GIVE YOU YOUR
BEST TIME."

The Starting Line / Written by Jon Vredenburg, Registered Dietitian and Sports Nutritionist

SUMMER TIME RUNNING

Getting yourself ready for a summertime run in
Florida often leaves you with more questions than
answers. At what point do sneakers begin to melt?
Has anyone ever caught on fire from running in
the August heat? However, with proper nutrition
and hydration your body can respond better to the
demands of running and your mind can stay focused
on more uplifting questions such as: Are margaritas
a sports drink?
While it is common knowledge that the body’s
need for water is increased when running in the
heat, our need for carbohydrate is also higher during
warmer weather. Overall energy requirements
during exercise increase when the temperature of
the environment is warmer. This is because the
body has to expend additional energy trying to
cool itself. There also appears to be a preference for
carbohydrate to account for that additional energy
expenditure. Research has shown that exercise in the
heat (90 degrees and up) increases muscle glycogen
usage, in comparison to the same exercise performed
at 70 degrees. Therefore, a few extra carbs during
longer runs can help bridge the gap between falling
flat and running upright during those sun-drenched
runs.
Since many summertime runs tend to be shorter
in duration, most of the focus in fueling should be
geared towards hydration. A 10-degree increase in
outdoor temperature can trigger a 50-60% increase
in sweat losses. During these times thirst is not a
reliable indicator of hydration as sweat losses can
quickly exceed a level where performance begins to
decline, which is typically about 2% of your body
weight. Think of your body like a car’s generator,
the longer it runs, the hotter it will get. A cyclical
approach to hydration is the best way to keep your
engine from overheating. Aim to get at least 16-20
ounces of fluid two hours before your runs, and
another 10-12 ounces 15 minutes prior to the start.
Drink a practical and comfortable amount during
the event and then rehydrate well afterwards. A
sports drink with additional salt may be a good
choice since a higher sweat volume also means a

greater loss of electrolytes. Proper hydration during
summer running is a daily commitment though,
so stay focused even on rest days and experiment
with different electrolytes and beverages to see what
works best for you.
There is a lot of variability in fluid and electrolyte
losses among runners. If possible, try to learn your
sweat rate by measuring your body weight before
and after training runs to see how much fluid you
lose, and be sure to account for any fluid consumed
during that training as well. As always, be sure
to practice with any new fueling strategies before
trying them in competition. Cheers!
FEATURED RECIPE:

WATERMELON AND FETA
CHEESE SALAD
Watermelons are a rich source of electrolytes, water
and L-citrulline, an amino acid believe to help
relieve muscle soreness after exercise.
Ingredients
2 tbsp. lime juice
1/4 tsp. kosher salt
¾ tsp. black pepper
2 1/2 tbsp. olive oil
3 c. arugula, washed and dried
2 c. seedless watermelon, cut into 1-inch cubes
1/4 c. chopped fresh mint leaves
3 oz. feta cheese, crumbled or cut into small cubes
Directions
1. In a medium bowl, whisk the lime juice, salt and
pepper. Gradually whisk in the oil.
2. In a large salad bowl, combine the arugula,
watermelon, mint, and feta. Pour the dressing over
the salad and toss gently to coat. Serve immediately,
or leave off the dressing, cover, and refrigerate for up
to 2 days.
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The Starting Line / Written by Bob Fernee

RETURNING THE FAVOR, JON GUTHRIE
In this continuing
column I attempt to
highlight and give credit
to all the local people
who are contributing to
our running and racing
scene. They give up
their time, energy and
a good deal more, to
make running in our area what it is. Without their
hard work we would have nothing. Sometimes these
stalwart, industrious, dedicated people are members
of more than one club, so they are involved all over
the place. One such person is Jon Guthrie, president
of the Florida Striders Track Club, based in Orange
Park. Now he is featured, for he is certainly one who
is returning the favor.
BOB FERNEE: Let’s go from the beginning, how
did you get involved in running?

JON GUTHRIE: High school track really was what
got me involved as a runner. I ran high and low
hurdles, and sprint relays. My senior year, I advanced
to the Illinois state meet in the 180-yard low hurdles.
This was 1973, and prior to any class system for
school size. It was also my first time running on
an artificial surface. Needless to say, the boys from
Chicago and East St. Louis humbled me that day!
Also, that year, my coach was putting together the
mile relay team, and recruited me to join. We set the
school record that stood until the metric system was
implemented.
BF: What are some of your favorite running events,
locally and otherwise?

JG:I’m mainly a social runner, so I enjoy any events
where I can interact with other runners! I’ll give a
shout out to a couple of my favorite events, the Tour
de Pain and JTC Running’s Gate River Run.

BF: Do you have a favorite distance? What about an
unfavorite distance?

JG: During a typical week, I run about 20 miles to
keep up my fitness level. Short races are better suited
7 The Starting Line
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to my abilities, so that would make the 5k my favorite
distance. If even shorter races were offered, that would
be better for me!
BF: You recently retired, how do you like your new
lifestyle?

JG: Well, I can tell you that I have not yet missed
working! It’s been five months since I retired, and
so far, I haven’t had a single day with nothing to do!
Others have said it, but I don’t know how I had time
to work!

BF: In fact, you don’t have so much free time because
you give a lot of it to running and particularly to your
club, the Florida Striders TC. What are your duties
and titles? Your wonderful wife, Sara, is also heavily
involved, what’s she up to?

JG: I’m happy to talk about Sara! She has served on
our Board of Directors for several years, and for the
past few years, she has been handling Florida Strider
race registration and most of the work that goes along
with that. She has also been a key volunteer for JTC
Running in packet pickup at the Gate River Run.
She does a great job, because she really cares! Unless
they have been involved, people don’t understand how
much time and effort goes into putting on an event!
That’s one of the advantages our club has … we have
a great team of experienced volunteers. There are too
many to try to name them all! You asked about my
title and duties. I guess officially, I’m President of the
Board of Directors of the Florida Striders. The way I
see it, my job is to help bring more fun and enjoyment
into the lives of our members. We are more than a
running club, we are also a social club. Over time, our
members become more like a family. It’s a wonderful
thing!
BF: How are things with the Florida Striders Track
Club these days?
JG: Our membership continues to grow, we are
financially sound, and I can feel the enthusiasm
from our members! I like where we are, and we will
continue to get even better!
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RETURNING THE FAVOR, JON GUTHRIE
BF: What is your opinion of our local running/
racing scene, is it healthy or not?

JG: The running scene is doing well. The racing
scene, not as well. I know the head count at races
has been in a bit of a slump lately. The theory that
there are simply too many races available each week
makes sense to me. I don’t believe the number of
runners is declining. I believe it is the opposite …
that more people are running and working out than
ever before … they just aren’t paying to race!

BF: As a fan of the Striders’ cross-country race, The
Hog Jog, and who could forget how I so heroically
race directed it for two years (that’s a joke, folks),
how do you see the future of cross-country in
general? The Hog Jog is one of the great unsung
events, by the way.
JG: Bob, you brought some fun to the Hog Jog as
race director! Cross-country running is the favorite
of quite a few runners! Our Hog Jog 5k and Angry
Tortoise trail run are two unique events we put on
each year. The runners who participate in these
events just love it! I’m hoping they continue for
many years to come.

BF: What does the Florida Striders TC hope to do
in the future?

JG: We are celebrating the 40th anniversary of
the Florida Striders in 2018. The long-term future
of the Florida Striders will be determined by our
future leaders and members. In the short term, I see
much growth for the club. I prefer to not talk about
it here, but there is a strategy to facilitate growth. In
simple terms, it’s “give the people what they want!”
BF: People must be sick of me asking this question,
but I will ask it anyway: Can a running club go on
as a purely volunteer organization or is the time
coming when there won’t be enough volunteers and
some paid positions will have to be included?
JG: Of course, we can continue operating with
volunteers! I believe most people enjoy helping
others. We work to earn money, and we volunteer
because it’s fun! It’s important to recognize and

acknowledge our volunteers. It takes a lot of people
to put on these running events!

BF: Here’s an embarrassing one for you … Do you
foresee a time when the Striders and JTC Running
will be better off amalgamating and becoming one
bigger, stronger, richer club?
JG: Bob, you have proposed this in the past. The
newsletter does not seem like the place to discuss
this, but you asked … I see zero benefit for the
Florida Striders in your proposal. We are in good
shape with finances, membership, morale, and
volunteers already. We also provide quite a few key
volunteers to help JTC Running put on the Gate
River Run each year. If you need additional help
from us, just ask.

Editor’s note: I never proposed anything, formally
or otherwise. I merely pondered the question and
brought it up to a few people. No one thinks it is
a viable idea. These days, neither do I. There is no
revolution and I haven’t even spoken to Vlad Putin.

BF: There’s a good chance that I left something out,
so if you have anything else to say, please do so. First
let me say thanks for all that you have done and all
that you continue to do for running in this area. I
know it’s not easy sometimes; but please keep up the
good work.
JG: Thanks, Bob! I want to say that becoming
involved with the running community is one of the
best things I have ever done. Overall, runners are
a better group of human beings than the general
population. Runners are goal setters, positive, and
motivated individuals and that carries over into the
non-running parts of their lives! I’m proud to be a
part of it.
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The Starting Line / Written by Michelle Howell

RUN FASTER AND LIVE BETTER BY CONTROLLING THE
CONTROLLABLE
So here are some broader tips and changes as told by
yours truly:
1. ASSESS YOUR LIFESTYLE
A lot of people get to the college level and expect that
they'll get faster. It's not a bad expectation to have, but
it's not always a simple equation of better training=
faster times. College is a time when you start to make
a lot more of your own choices including how you
live your life. There's no one there to tell you what to
do, what to eat, or when to go to bed. You can go out
on a weekday if you want or skip out doing prehab
exercises (more on this later).
I get a lot of questions about how I ran faster times
this past year or rather, how to run fast times at the
collegiate level. It's a simple question with a not
so simple answer. To tell you that running faster is
as simple as changing your diet or increasing your
mileage would be a blatant lie. We don't exist in
a controlled environment. There are hundreds of
variables at play, some of which are going to be out
of your control. What's important is to control the
controllable.
For me, I believe that running faster, and more
consistently, my last couple of years of college was a
result of controlling the controllable aspects of my
life, most importantly myself. I could list off all the
changes I've made, but I'm not, for one reason and
one reason only; Not everything I do would work for
you. Do you have a gluten allergy, meaning you're
not really supposed to have bread but do it anyway
because bread is life and then suffer the consequences
later? Do you have one leg shorter than the other? Or
have a knack for finding a way to incorporate peanut
butter into every meal? Didn't think so (but if you do
feel free to message me because apparently, we've got a
lot in common).
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Asking yourself if your lifestyle actually aligns with
your goals can be tough because it calls into question
how you've been living. From the diet, to sleep, to
the relationships you have (friends and romantic), to
motivations, and effort.
2. LIVE THE LIFESTYLE TO REACH YOUR
GOALS
It's easy to know what to do, it's another thing
altogether to follow through. Unlike other sports,
in track and field, we don't have the leisure of being
able to place blame on other players when a goal
isn't scored. We are measured as individuals and held
accountable for our own times, distances, and heights.
As such, the work we do and the lifestyle we carry is
often a direct reflection of what our performances will
be.
I spent the first two years of college not sure what
I wanted out of my running career and it reflected
in my times, I did okay but I didn't see a huge
improvement over the years. I hung out with people
who, to put it simply, did not live lifestyles congruent
with that of an elite athlete and so neither did I.
In my third year, I realized I wanted more out of my
collegiate career, I wanted to reach my full potential.
So, I choose to start living a lifestyle that better
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RUN FASTER AND LIVE BETTER BY CONTROLLING THE
CONTROLLABLE
reflected the times I wanted to hit. It started with
small changes, doing a little extra mileage during
my cooldowns, making sure I was in bed early every
night, and fueling with good, real food, not just
whatever was being served in the cafeteria.
I began to realize how powerful association is, how
much who you hang out with affects not only your
lifestyle but your character and choices as well.
So, I found people whose lifestyles fit with my own,
like cooking in the apartment versus going out to
eat and studying together at reasonable times of the
day versus being bunkered down in the library until
it closed. I ate better, I felt better, and I enjoyed
the routine of my life -- waking up consistently at
6am, bed at 9pm, occasional game nights spent with
friends who supported my endeavors where I'd stay
up to a whopping 11:00pm.
That year I had my breakout season. Coincidence?
I think not.
3. PREHAB TO AVOID REHAB
I've always been injury prone. In high school, I
would get shin splints and runners knee every
season without fail. When I came to college the
only thing that changed was that the injuries got
worse -- bone bruises, stress reactions, and every
runner’s nemesis: stress fractures. I was diligent in
going to rehab as soon as issues occurred, but this
still meant time out and setbacks from where I
wanted to be on the track.
The best offense is a good defense, so I started
doing prehab regularly. The monotonous exercises
I'd done when I was injured became part of my
normal morning routine before practice and yoga
became a bi-weekly staple in my schedule. As a
result, I'm healthier and haven't experienced those
tiny annoying injuries at all.

competing at the collegiate level is a completely
new and different experience. You must realize
that you're now competing against people from
around the world, some who are inevitably going
to be better than you. Take this as a challenge and
embrace it with positivity. You also need to realize
that it takes time to adjust to training, results might
not be instant so be patient with yourself and the
coaching staff. You won't win every race, or throw,
or jump, and you may not be the best on your team,
but that doesn't mean you're not improving, it just
means you're going to have to work harder to be
where you want to be. Positive self-talk and a good
attitude will help you get through what may seem to
be tougher times.
Controlling the controllable doesn't just apply to
sports. Realizing the power you have over your own
actions and choices is something you can apply
to all facets of your life, from academics to the
workplace. While so many things in this crazy world
of ours may seem out of our control, you are always
in control of yourself.
I hope you found this as useful as I did and apply
this information to whatever you choose to set your
mind to!
Michelle Howell is an 800 meters specialist for the
District Track Club and was a 2-time All-American
at Jacksonville University. Michelle graduated this
spring (major: Geography, with minors in Political
Science and Marketing) and is now an MBA
student.

4. CHANGE YOUR MINDSET
While you may have been good in high school,
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KIDS' SPORTS HAVE CHANGED A LOT
I’m not one to fall for impulse buys. Grocery stores
are set up for impulse buys. They know that while
you are waiting at the checkout register you’re going
to see all those delicious candy bars, irresistible tubes
of Gorilla Glue and the 48-pack of never-say-die
AA batteries. Then there are the magazines. Why
do they think I care about what Jennifer Aniston is
doing these days? Or, God forbid, Kim Kardashian
and her sexually confused stepfather, the former
fine athlete, Bruce Jenner, or whatever his name
is. Admittedly, the issue Who’s Gay and Who’s
Not, always lures me to glance inside. And I’m so
ashamed when I blurt out at full volume, “she’s gay!
Oh, no, what a waste!”
I fell for it one day when I couldn’t help buying an
issue of Time magazine (Sept. 4, 2017) with the
cover titled: How Kid Sports Turned Pro, by Sean
Gregory. The subtitles were: Crazy Travel, Crazy
Costs, Crazy Stress.
Amen, brother. I have a 12-year-old boy on a
“traveling, select, elite” soccer team, and I know
what he’s saying. We pay almost a grand just to sign
him up, then another $300 for uniforms, there is a
coaching fee and more dough must be coughed up
for the out-of-town tournaments. Two nights in a
hotel add more, as do the costs of eating in some of
the finest fast food restaurants the side of the road
has to offer. Then, when it’s over, we limp home
defeated. That’s another story, but another brutal
cost all the same.
According to the Time article, though, soccer is
one of the most inexpensive sports a kid can dabble
in. It revealed that the average annual spending
of families with children ages 8 to 18 went like
this: Basketball $1,143, Soccer $1,472, Football
$2,739, Baseball/Softball $4,044, Hockey $7,013
and Lacrosse $7,956. I can attest that these figures
are well on the conservative side because we spend
double that on our 12-year-old’s soccer team. If that
holds true for lacrosse, then may God have mercy
11 The Starting Line
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on that family. Why should lacrosse cost so much?
Maybe they figure any family with a kid poncy
enough to want to play lacrosse should have to pay
for it out the nose.
It also made me wonder why it is that in this
country we always turn everything into a business?
Is there anything wrong with just letting the kids
play? Remember that word – Play? When I was a
kid it seemed to mean something very different to
what it is now.
Kid sports are a fast-growing enterprise. Counties
all over the U.S. are building mega sports complexes.
These complexes attract people from everywhere –
especially during tournament times – and that also
means that hotels are built around them, stores and
restaurants pop up. A mammoth money-spinner
is created, all around little Johnnie’s soccer team.
Investment capital sharks sink their money into
online companies like Team Snap that didn’t exist a
few years ago.
Parents are chasing an elusive dream, the college
scholarship. With college costs what they are today,
who can blame them? But there are reports of
parents spending $200,000 on Junior’s travel team.
What were they thinking? They could have saved
that money and paid for college outright. One guy
spent $30,000 for a backyard batting cage. Thirty
grand! They say that they love to see their kids’
passion and they would never do anything to stifle
it. I like that attitude and I am sure these are very
good parents. Parents who would sacrifice anything
for their kids – most commendable. If there were
more parents around like them then we would have
a far better world. Naturally in all this the kids from
families that are not so financially well off are being
left behind and left out. Once again, we must ask
ourselves, what do we do about them?
We are now into the prep cross-country season. If
your kid is on a high school cross-country team,
think yourself lucky. We always used to say, “running
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KIDS' SPORTS HAVE CHANGED A LOT
should be cheap.” Despite the $130 training shoes
we see these days, it still is. There are no traveling
teams, no expensive tournaments, and you don’t
need to build a backyard all-weather track. Your
kid has just as good a chance to snap up a college
scholarship as that lacrosse player does. And despite
the fact he or she has hit you up for a new pair of
spikes at the start of every season, believe me, you
have paid nearly nothing.
Of course, that holy grail – the college scholarship
– won’t come easy. Your kid will have to work for
it, train, and race hard and smart. Pure talent is a
huge boost, but they will still have to work. I am
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reminded of the old saying: “Talent beats hard work,
as long as talent works hard.”
Or, as the wonderous soccer player Christiano
Ronaldo said: “Talent without hard work is like
nothing.”
Good luck to all our local kids who are out there
trying to excel. You may never win the Florida high
school 1600 meters at the state meet, the NCAA
Cross-Country Championships or the Gate River
Run, but if you win any sort of college scholarship
you can consider your running “career” a gigantic
success. Set your sights and take your shot.
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JTC RUNNING’S TIJUANA FLATS SUMMER
BEACH RUN WARM UP PARTY
Monday, August 6
Casual Run @ 6PM
Chow Down @ 7PM
$1 Tacos/$1 Beer
The Perfect Time To Enter The Race
Tijuana Flats Restaurant, 5635 San Jose Blvd.
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THE HISTORY BEHIND THE MYSTERY, IMESON AIRPORT
It was built southeast of the intersection of
North Main Street (US 17) and Busch Drive, the
site of a 175-acre prison farm north of downtown
Jacksonville. By 1934 the Dept. of Commerce
Airport Directory said the airport had four
“sandy, sodded, surfaced” runways, all 2,500 feet
long, with a row of hangers on the side of the
airfield.

One thing leads to another, and it’s not just the
title of a 1983 hit song by The Fixx, it’s a fact.
Longtime club member Everett Crum mentioned
a photo of Glen Cunningham, the forgotten
miler, at Jacksonville’s old Imeson Airfield, the
city’s first public airport. This caused me to
write a story about Cunningham, but in it I
mistakenly reported that Imeson closed in 1961.
Club member Martin Atkinson caught the error,
saying that in 1968 he flew out of Imeson on his
way to the war in Vietnam. Oops.
In fact, Crum was an air traffic controller at the
time and his operation was relocated to Hilliard
in 1961. Therein lies the confusion. The airport
lived on, for another ten years or so. My mistake.
This made me wonder about the history of
Imeson, which as it turns out is quite illustrious
and remarkable.
Imeson Field, aka Jacksonville Imeson Airport,
served north Florida from 1927 until 1968. Prior
to World War II, it was known as Jacksonville
Municipal Airport, and during the war, while the
US Army Air Forces were in control, it became
Jacksonville Army Airfield. At the time of its
closing the airport was Jacksonville-Thomas Cole
Imeson Municipal Airport. Whew, that’s a lot of
names. Especially for something that was only
around for 41 years. Almost as many names as P
Diddy, or whatever he calls himself at the time of
this writing.
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Before the airfield officially opened, local pilot
Laurie Yonge offered airplane rides from the
beaches. Costs were $5 for short hops, $10 for
long rides, and $25 for aerobatics. His transport
pilot license was the first ever issued in Florida,
and his National Aeronautics Assn. card was
signed by none other than Orville Wright. It was
Yonge, flying in the Spirit of Jacksonville, who
dropped an invitation from the air to the deck
of a ship that was carrying Charles Lindbergh
and his plane, The Spirit of St. Louis, back
from Paris after his historic solo flight across
the Atlantic Ocean. On May 20, 1929 Yonge
set the world’s light plane endurance record
in a 90-horse power Curtiss Robin. He flew
continuously for 25 hours and 10 minutes, a
record that stood until 1939.
All this from a guy who is largely unknown,
despite the fact that no other aviator has brought
such fame and success to Jacksonville as a
visionary pioneer and instructor pilot. A hangar
at Imeson displayed Yonge’s name until its
demolition in the 1970s. Seems a pity that such a
fellow would end up so dismissed and forgotten.
I guess in the old days people didn’t try to “sell”
or “market” themselves. Worrying about their
“legacy” was not a concern. They just did their
thing and the idea of “building their brand” never
occurred to them. Times change, people change;
and not often for the best.
Jacksonville Municipal Airport Number One
opened on October 11, 1927. The dedication
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THE HISTORY BEHIND THE MYSTERY, IMESON AIRPORT
ceremony prior to the opening included Charles
Lindbergh, enticed by Laurie Yonge’s flyer, who
arrived in The Spirit of St. Louis, surely the
world’s most famous plane. It was all to promote
the new airport and Jacksonville’s aviation
industry. At the time aviation was a novelty but
Lindbergh assured city leaders that air passage
would one day span the entire nation. And
Jacksonville was on the map.
By 1941, the airport was extended to 600 acres
and five runways. It serviced Delta Air Lines,
Eastern Airlines, United, Northeast Airlines,
Southern Airways and National Airlines,
which at one time
made Jacksonville
its headquarters. In
the 1950s the airport
was renamed after
city councilman and
commissioner in
charge of airports and
highways, Thomas Cole
Imeson (1880-1948).
As part of the buildup of forces prior to the US
entry into World War II the Army Air Corps
leased Imeson Field from the city of Jacksonville
in February 1941. The job of the 16th
Observation Squadron was monitoring coastal
airspace and watching out for Nazi U-Boat
submarines. (One of them landed harmlessly
along south Ponte Vedra Beach, but that’s
another story.)
In mid-1943, the anti-submarine mission was
turned over to the US Navy and Naval Auxiliary
Air Station Jacksonville began to operate. By
1945, 67 aircraft flew from the airfield. With the
end of the war in Europe in May 1945, the Navy
antisubmarine patrol aircraft were withdrawn,
and Army personnel was reduced. When the
Japanese surrendered in August 1945 plans were

made to return the airfield to civilian control.
By April 1957, the Jacksonville Imeson Airport
saw 75 weekday departures, which at the time
was considered “busy.” When jet airliners began
appearing between the late 1950s and early
1960s, the need for longer runways was apparent
and Imeson was not up to the task. Jacksonville
International Airport opened five miles to the
north in 1967. It was well equipped to handle
all of Jacksonville’s aviation requirements.
Downgraded, Imeson became a general aviation
airport and officially closed in 1971.
The historic, illustrious Imeson was purchased
in 1970 by Webb
International Inc.
and turned it into a
commerce center named
Imeson International
Industrial Park.
By now, you’re probably
asking, “this is all (kind
of ) interesting but
what does it have to do with running?” Well,
OK, maybe not much. I was hoping to find a
link between the Imeson and our fledging local
running movement. After all, The Jacksonville
Track Club held its first Mile Run Festivals at
the Craig Airport in the mid-1970s and later the
Navy Run 10k began life on the runways of the
Naval Air Station (NAS). The Cecil Field area,
that once was an airport, is now a sports complex,
and thanks to club member Richard Fannin
is rapidly transforming into a cross-country
running mecca.
So, I thought, “maybe, just maybe.” But no. The
running boom began in 1972, the Jacksonville
Track Club started in 1975, and the Imeson
Airport was just born too soon. Or I should
say, closed too soon. Discovering a connection
between the Imeson and running is about
14 The Starting Line
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THE HISTORY BEHIND THE MYSTERY, IMESON AIRPORT
like uncovering definitive proof that Glen
off in a different direction. It’s like when you’re
Cunningham actually ran that 3:59.4 worldout on a training run and instead of going your
record mile. Some people insist he did … and yet. usual way you take a different road and before
Elusive stuff.
you realize it you have a whole new, fascinating
run to remember for all time. Then you realize
However, we are JTC Running’s The Starting
that running never has to be routine or boring,
Line newsletter and we are here to entertain,
it can be adventurous and surprising. Such a
inform and educate. We like to unearth any sort
simple thing can turn out to be so wonderful and
of memorabilia and facts in connection to our
amazing. As can life itself.
wonderful running history. That is our mission.
Sure, we collect a pile of Pulitzer Prizes along
the way but that’s all so very incidental.

Kind of odd if you ask me. One man, Everett
Crum, reminds me about a forgotten miler, Glen
Cunningham, due to pictures displayed in an
ancient former airport in Jacksonville which as it
turns out has a history of its own. So, you walk
down one street and find another. That’s life,
I guess, you write one chapter in your life and
then wonder, “will there be anything else?” And,
without forcing it, you’re writing a new chapter,
with new characters, another plot, and going
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If you can produce some evidence of any sort of
running activity at the old Imeson Airport I’d
like to know about it. Please contact me. Until
then, history buffs, happy running and stay on
the runway of life.

Stop the presses! (I always wanted to say that.)
Doug Tillett has just chipped in: “When I was a
senior in high school the FHSAA Boys’ CrossCountry Championships in 1970 were held
at Imeson Industrial Park.” That makes four
airports that became running venues.
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STAYING ENERGIZED AND FUELED IN FLORIDA
As runners in the sunshine state, training through the
summer poses its own challenges for anyone trying to
maintain their fitness. Some may begrudgingly proceed
with trekking through the streets drenched in “dry fit”
clothing while others may decide to take some time
off and resume once the weather is more temperate.
Runners often adjust their wardrobe, training times, and
expectations to survive these harsh conditions. In addition
to these variables, runners should also understand how
the heat and humidity impacts the body to determine
an appropriate fueling plan to keep them energized and
healthy during these warmer months.
It goes without saying that training in the summer
increases the risk of dehydration and heat stress. Although
these responses are inconvenient, it is in response to your
body attempting to regulate (thermoregulate) itself. Once
the body’s core temperature rises, it transfers to the skin
and evaporative cooling, or sweating, takes place. This
decreases your body’s total body water and blood volume.
As a result, this places more stress on the cardiac system
as indicated by an increased heart rate and blood pressure
with decreased blood flow.
This thermoregulatory response creates a multitude
of dietary implications. For one, the cardiac strain
perpetuates an increased metabolic rate, especially
during aerobic exercise. Research shows that heat
acclimation may normalize an individual's metabolic rate
over time compared to exercise in temperate climates.
Unfortunately, appetite can be adversely affected if one is
not acclimatized to the conditions. This means our body
requires more energy (or calories) to sustain training,
and we do not feel inclined to eat which can result in
poor energy levels, improper recovery, and even injury.
Additionally, it has been studied in endurance athletes
that an increased core temperature can often slow gastric
emptying and motility. This makes it difficult to tolerate
any sort of nutrition during exercise.
Now that there is an understanding of the physiological
responses to exercise in the heat, we can discuss Meteor
Nutrition’s top recommendations for successful fueling
throughout the season.
I. Focus on fluids! Even slight dehydration as little
as 1% can dramatically hinder performance. Start all
training sessions well hydrated and consider 6-8 oz every
20 minutes during exercise to allow for normal body

function. Make sure to replace lost fluid after exercise.
Here is a guide for estimating daily fluid needs:
current weight____/2 (a) = oz fluid per day
weight loss during training in lbs ____ x 24 oz (b) =
needed for fluid replacing
Total fluid needed per day of hydrating fluids:
(a + b)
• Divide (a + b) by 20 to calculate how many bottles of
Gatorade (20 oz size) to implement in severe losses
• Note that fluid losses are highly dependent on
individual sweat rates, as is sweat concentration that
impact electrolyte loss
II. In addition to fluid intake, carbohydrates and
electrolytes also play a role in hydration status. If you’re
engaging in moderate to vigorous exercise lasting longer
than an hour, ingesting some carbohydrate during activity
helps muscles hold on to fluid in addition to supplying
the body with the quickest form of energy, glucose, to
keep exercise intensity up and prevent low blood sugar.
Sodium is the most important electrolyte to be mindful
of replacing. Glucose, or carbohydrates will enhance
absorption of sodium and water into the bloodstream.
While during the day it’s easy to obtain adequate sodium
from foods, during activity it must be consciously
replenished. Sports drinks are an easy way to maintain
hydration status.
Stay energized with small frequent meals and liquid
calories! Some runners may engage in training to offset
weight gain or alter body composition, yet under fueling
too much can lead to a slower metabolism, poor recovery,
and a tendency to overeat at the wrong times once hunger
catches up. If you are experiencing a poor appetite around
training times, breaking meals and snacks into smaller
portions can help you with the recovery process and to
keep your metabolism burning. An easy summer go-to
is a nutrient dense fruit smoothie. Visit http://www.
meteornutrition.com to sign up for guides on building a
perfect smoothie during the month of August.
Ultimately, runners can benefit from recognizing the
physiological demands of training in the summer and
adjusting their fueling strategies accordingly. With more
attention placed on fueling and hydration strategies,
runners can better survive the summer and race to the
more temperate fall.
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TOUGHING OUT TOXINS
Might as well face it, over the ages the Summer
Beach Run has developed a reputation. No matter
what sort of evening is in the forecast it will be hot,
humid and uncomfortable. It’s a Florida summer,
after all. But while you’re out there on the beach
sand doing your best to run a good time you could
also keep in mind all the good you are doing
yourself. What am I talking about?

Also ending up in our blood and urine are
endocrine disruptors such as phthalates and
bisphenol A.

Toxins. Yep, with a capital T and it rhymes
with P and it stands for trouble. Well, kind of.
(Bastardization of the Meredith Wilson song We
Got Trouble from the 1957 musical The Music
Man, but you knew that.)

Bisphenol A (BPA) is used in clear plastics, register
receipts, water pipes, electronics, and eyeglass lenses.
For years this compound has been known to have
estrogenic properties and exposure to it has been
linked to obesity, early puberty, sexual dysfunction,
and miscarriage. BPA has been found in sweat and
yet no detectable levels have been found in blood or
urine. This suggests that sweating could be the best
way to excrete stored BPA. Fascinating stuff; I’ll bet
by now you’ve ditched this issue and gone out for
a run. (Make it a long, sweaty one. After all, your
stored BPA might be higher than you think.)

Yes, Toxins. I cannot claim to be an expert on the
subject. I’m not a doctor and I don’t even play one
on TV, but I have researched the subject and that
gives me the right to shoot my mouth off. Or, at
least, I think so. In any case, I’m using some of
the expertise of Dr. Joel Kahn, cardiologist and
author, and Melissa Wilson, founder of ProShape
Fitness. They’re on the Internet and as we know, the
Internet doesn’t lie.
To begin with, the old idea of “sweating it out” (like
after a night of booze) is erroneous. Only about 1%
of the body’s toxins can be exorcized by exercise.
The body rids itself of toxins through trips to the
toilet and not laps around the track. The organs, the
liver and kidneys, take most of it out via urine and
feces.
That doesn’t mean that sweating isn’t worthwhile.
Heavy metals like mercury, lead, cadmium and
arsenic are abundant in our environment. They
are suspected to be carcinogenic. These toxins
are known to harm the heart, brain, kidneys and
immune system. Heavy metals are present in water,
food, dental amalgams, cigarettes, and industrial
emissions. Concentrations of heavy metals have
been discovered in sweat, therefore it is believed that
perspiring can lead to effective elimination. Not my
usual type of penmanship, are you still awake?
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Phthalates are used in plastic toys, cooking utensils,
fragrances, nail polish, cosmetics and paints.
Concentrations of these chemicals have been found
twice as high in sweat than in urine which means
that perspiring could help to eliminate these toxins.

Additionally, mixed with sweat is a substance called
urea. Yep, urine got its name from urea. And feces
got its name from facetious No, not really, but I
think I’ll spread that rumor. Some people think
that I’m facetious. Wait! Does that mean they think
I’m full of …? I should have never brought this up.
Not much urea is dissolved in a cubic centimeter of
sweat, about 1.12 milligrams, but a person sweats up
to 700 cubic centimeters of liquid every day. This
means that sweat is responsible for excreting 7%
of your daily elimination of urea. Congratulations,
wonderful, you done good.
These days we are assaulted by ads from everywhere.
These ads extravagantly claim to “detox” your
body with “juice cleansers,” “foot pads,” and who
knows what else. Sometimes I feel like these ads
are as toxic as the toxins. As we have learned from
my definitive, soon-to-be Pulitzer Prize winning
article on the subject, the body has its own built-in
elimination system, the kidneys and liver. Research
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has shown that what isn’t zapped by the organs is
stored in the fat cells. Sadly, we all have those pesky
fat cells.

rid you of some toxins, even if it not as much as
we would hope. Endorphins? Yep, you can expect
that good old “runner’s high” as well. Toxins out,
endorphins in.

As Jeffrey Morrison, MD said: “Fat is a storage for
both calories and toxins. It’s our dumpster.” Cute;
boy, I wish I’d said that. Or maybe not. You can
always count on a medical man for a side-splitting
joke.
Anyway, I think what that comedian is trying to say
is that just as we “burn” fat we also burn off toxins
from our fat cells.
How do we do this? By sweating rivers in races
like the Tijuana Flats Summer Beach Run. “Toss
your toxins into the tide,” that’s what I say. Or,
“sweat your chemicals out to sea.” Ha! I’ve got that
Morrison guy beat hands down.
None of this is written in stone. Sweating is good
for you, not only does it cool you down, but it will
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“Counting calories, but not counting chemicals,” is a
popular phrase on the Internet (that never lies; but
loves lame slogans). Yes, you can count chemicals,
but you’ll never sleep at night – stick to sheep. Keep
exercising and remember what the ancient Greeks
said: “Everything in moderation.”
One thing that is for sure -- attempting to do away
with toxins via perspiration without drinking plenty
of liquids is a recipe for disaster. Dehydration can
throw your entire system out of whack and lead to
heat exhaustion and even death. So, drink before,
during, and post-race. Keep after those toxins,
before they catch up to you. Hey, that was a good
one, I think I’ll coin it.

JTC RUNNING’S MOST UNIQUE EVENT

THE GUANA TRAILS RACES
Sunday, December 2
3 Trail Runs
Guana Tolomato Reserve, S. Ponte Vedra Bch.
Enter & Information @ 1st Place Sports.com

JOIN THE PARTY!

JTC RUNNING’S TIJUANA FLATS SUMMER
BEACH RUN WARM UP PARTY
Monday, August 6
Casual Run @ 6PM
Chow Down @ 7PM
$1 Tacos/$1 Beer
The Perfect Time To Enter The Race
Tijuana Flats Restaurant, 5635 San Jose Blvd.
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Weekly Training Runs
Sunday 6:30 am, Mandarin: Various locations and
distance. See Facebook page at www.facebook.com/
pg/JaxSundayRun/posts/ NO Facebook account
necessary.
Sunday 6:30 am, Atlantic Beach: Atlantic Bl.
& 1st Street. 5-10 miles. Contact: Linda White
(C) 662-4928 whitelindab@bellsouth.net
Sunday 6:30 am, Orange Park: IHOP, Blanding Bl.
6-20 miles. Contact: John 264-8024
john powers@floridapowertrain.com
Sunday 8:00 am, Jax Trails Group Run: visit
Jax Group Trail Running on Facebook
Monday 5:00 pm, Bridges Run: River City Brewing Co.
2-6 miles. Acosta & Main St. Bridges.
Contact: Bill Krause billkrause615@gmail.com
904-860-9189
Tuesday 5:45 am, San Marco: Southside Methodist
Church 5-6 miles. 7-8:30 pace.
Contact: JC Pinto, 655-1044

various runs designed to improve your running.
Contact: Simon 270-2221
Wednesday 6:30 pm, San Marco: 1st Place Sports/
Aardwolf Brewery, 4 miles, includes bridges.
Contact: 399-8880
Thursday 6:00 pm, Tapestry Park: 1st Place Sports,
Bottlenose Brewing, 3-6 miles. Contact: 620-9991
*NEW* Thursday 6:30 pm, Springfield: Hyperion
Brewery, 3-4 miles.
Contact: Bill Dunn, wmdunn222@gmail.com
Friday 5:40 am, Mandarin: Beauclerc, Forest Circle,
7.5 miles. Contact: Paul Smith, smithfccj@hotmail.com,
982-3730.

Disclaimer on Weekly Workout Sessions
The Wednesday morning and afternoon sessions at the Bolles School
are sanctioned by JTC Running and open only to registered members.
Information on all other sessions is provided as a courtesy only.
JTC Running does not sanction, manage, or insure these workouts.

Tuesday 6:00 pm, Baymeadows: 1st Place Sports,
Baymeadows Rd. 3-6 miles. All abilities, 731-3676
Wednesday 5:30 am, Bolles School: Track Interval
Training, (JTC Running Members)
Contact: Paul Smith, smithfccj@hotmail.com, 982-3730
Wednesday 5:30 pm, Bolles School: Track Interval
Training (JTC Running Members)
Contact: Paul Smith, smithfccj@hotmail.com, 982-3730
Wednesday 6:30 pm, Jax Beach: 1st Place Sports
Visit JTCrunning.com or more information.

